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For nearly a decade, Arcadis has been at the
forefront of the transport decarbonization
revolution, supporting organizations as they create
electric vehicle (EV) charging solutions across
the globe. Working with cities, we have been
providing EV strategies to help ensure readiness
for early EV adopters and, in the future, the mass
transition of electric. We also have been supporting
critical fleets such as police, military, transit
and other government organizations with fleet
electrification planning and implementation.
What we have found in implementing these projects is that three
key catalysts for EV transition stand out: government leadership and
incentives, EV market maturity and EV charging infrastructure.
When governments provide leadership and incentives, the market almost
immediately sees an increased demand for EV services. For example, when the
UK government banned the sale of new internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles
from 2030, our team was immediately engaged to support organizations with
their transition planning and implementation. But without EVs to buy or lease, the
intent and support is simply an unachievable goal – the EV market must mature.
EV charging infrastructure has been largely market-led, and the number of public
chargers is increasing across the world at varying rates. Even when incentives for
EVs are in place, inadequate charging can be a barrier to adoption. The transition
to EV cannot happen without it, and it must be designed equitably. Everyone,
including those living and working in rural or semi-rural locations, in disadvantaged
communities, or with disabilities, will need reliable access to charging.
Altogether, these catalysts help spur the widespread adoption of EV. A global EV
transition will be integral to the sustainable, decarbonized future that society is
shifting towards. We hope that sharing this index gives readers an opportunity to
learn how countries and regions are using each area to make headway on EV plans.
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The Arcadis Global Electric Vehicle
Catalyst Index 2021
Charging the change…
The transition from internal combustion
engines (ICE) to low-emission vehicles
is happening at a rapid rate across
the globe.
To get on track for a net-zero global fleet by 2050, zeroemission vehicles need to represent 93% of global new
passenger vehicle sales by 2035.
With increasing oil and gas prices across the globe, many
governments and organizations are seeking to accelerate their
zero-emission vehicle (ZEV) transition programs leaving little
doubt that EVs are undoubtedly the future of travel, and they
will soon become a fixture of everyday life.
But what does a successful ZEV program look like?
Success can take many forms, but the design and construction
of ZEV charging infrastructure is paramount to program
acceleration for organisations and governments.
The Arcadis Global Electric Vehicle Catalyst Index examines
countries and regions across the world and measures progress
against three key catalysts for EV transition, highlighting
what they are doing well and where they could improve. One
of the three catalysts the countries, states and regions were
measured against was EV charging infrastructure (EVCI).
As ZEV program plans may be accelerating in priority, what
are the factors that need to be considered for successfully
designing and building EVCI networks for organisations, cities
and towns. While there isn’t a one-size-fits-all approach, there
are foundational elements that help lead to success.
We measured progress in 17 countries, regions and the U.S
states of California and New York against the three catalysts
to examine what countries are doing well and where they
could improve. The index is a snapshot in time, and countries

will increase their scores as they adopt new government
EV incentives, increase the EV charging infrastructure
or as the EV market matures.
We hope this research promotes collaboration between
countries and organizations exploring the EV landscape.
Sharing insights and combining strengths across public and
private sectors will accelerate EVs’ impact on air pollution,
CO2 emissions and our transition to net zero.
ESG and environmental health
While not specifically measured in this index, EV programs
play a strategic role in improving air quality and meeting net
zero goals. Yet even in the realm of emission-free vehicles,
environmental, social and governance (ESG) issues abound.
Investors see EV adoption as a critical piece of ESG and are
changing investment behaviors to invest in funds focused
on manufacturing and distributing EVs. Environmentally,
investors see fleet conversions as proof points for
responsibility. Financially, they value the shift away from
reliance on volatile oil and gas markets.
EVs will be crucial for long-term carbon emissions concerns,
but can also provide immediate relief from air quality issues
caused by ICE vehicles. Many cities driving early EV adoption
are aiming to remove lingering pollutants and the potential
health impacts on residents.
The road to net zero
EVs can provide a significant reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions, but only when they are charged using renewable
energy. While it’s essential that new EVs continue to replace
older vehicles that pollute more, they also must be supported
by a wider transition to renewable energy. Around the
globe each country differs in its mix of fossil fuel energy
and renewable energy, highlighting the need for national
energy systems to transition first, and fast. Likewise, supply
chains must evolve to consistently deliver the raw materials
and incorporate the sustainable production methodologies
needed to foster the renewable energy revolution.
Arcadis Global Electric Vehicle Catalyst Index 2021
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EV adoption catalysts
Moving EV adoption into the fast lane
What are the key catalysts driving EV adoption?
Government leadership and incentives
New policies and stricter environmental regulations are some of the
strongest catalysts for global EV adoption. With society embracing the need
for green energy, more countries and regions are announcing bans on sales of
new ICE vehicles starting in 2030 as part of larger net zero goals. Some local
and regional governments are leading by example and transitioning their
fleets. In the U.S., some states have introduced vehicle emissions standards
for automotive manufacturers.
Financial incentives are proving to be the strongest motivator in many
countries. Rebate programs and toll discounts for EVs have encouraged
adoption, and launching similar initiatives could build momentum in budding
EV markets.
EV market maturity and readiness
EV adoption is rising in part to the increased selection of passenger vehicle
and light-duty EVs on the market. However, selection still has its limits. As
of 2021, there are thousands of ICE models available compared to about
400 EV models. Without financially viable options for different uses, people
and organizations will be unable to seize on government financial incentives
– no matter how enticing they are. The EV market must mature regarding
affordability, fit-for-purpose vehicles and production capabilities.
EV charging infrastructure
EV charging availability is growing at different rates across the world and
has largely been market-led. Charging infrastructure is inextricably
connected to adoption, and plans must provide people and fleet owners
access to charging infrastructure near their homes/businesses, along their
journeys and at their destinations. Capitalizing on technology improvements
that compress charging time and increase driving range can maximize
efficiency, making it useful to all users. That includes considerations for users
living and working in rural or semi-rural locations, people with disabilities and
other disadvantaged communities.
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Government
leadership and
incentives
New policy changes and stricter
environmental regulations are some
of the strongest catalysts for global
EV adoption.
Carrot-and-stick initiatives such as rebate programs, toll
discounts and zero emissions regulations are leading the way
in many regions, and in the U.S. some states have introduced
vehicle emission standards for automotive manufacturers.
Some European countries have announced a ban on all new
petrol/gasoline and diesel cars beginning in 2030 in order
to reduce the environmental risk from rising levels of
greenhouse gases.
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Government leadership and incentives

Scoring metrics: Government leadership and incentives
Metrics

EV incentives

Regulations to support EV

Ban on ICE vehicles

Net zero declaration

Excellent (4)

With 2 or more
incentives AND grants

With 2 or more EV
regulations; There's also a
tax exemption for EVs

With existing ban on ICE
vehicles and penalties on
low emission zone

Declared net zero
BEFORE 2050

Good (3)

With 1 grant and 1
incentive OR 2 grants
OR 2 incentives

With a ban plan ONLY but
with approved penalty/
With EV regulation OR tax congestion charging
exemptions and deductions OR with ban but pending
penalty/congestion
charging proposal

Declared net zero by
2050; also have an
emission reduction
target of 50% or more
by 2030

Fair (2)

With either a grant OR
an incentive

With pending regulations
for EV OR with state-level
regulations only plus
tax discounts

Either a ban plan only
OR penalties/congestion
pricing plan only

Aims to achieve net zero
on a conditional basis or
reduction of emission by
less than 50%

Low (1)

No incentives nor grant
for the EV market

No regulation to support
EV nor tax deductions

No ban plan nor penalties

Has not declared
net zero

Scoring results: Government leadership and incentives
EV incentives

Regulations to
support EV

Ban on ICE vehicles

Net zero
declaration

Total

Score

Score

Score

Score

Score

UK

4

4

4

3

3.75

France

4

3

4

3

3.5

Germany

4

4

2

4

3.5

Norway

4

4

4

2

3.5

Netherlands

4

3

4

2

3.25

Spain

4

3

3

3

3.25

Ireland

4

3

2

3

3

Italy

3

3

3

2

2.75

Turkey

1

3

0

0

1.5

New York

4

4

3

3

3.5

California

4

3

3

4

3.5

Canada

4

3

4

3

3.5

Hongkong

4

4

4

4

4

China

3

4

4

4

3.75

Singapore

3

3

4

3

3

Thailand

2

3

4

2

2.75

Australia

4

2

1

2

2.25
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EV market maturity
and readiness
A mature market is characterized by
affordability, fit-for-purpose vehicles
and ramped-up production capabilities.
Without financially viable options that meet potential
buyers’ use requirements, the market will hinder the
adoption of EV programs. As of 2021, there are thousands
of diesel and petrol/gasoline models available, but only
around 400 EV models.
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EV market maturity and readiness

Scoring metrics: EV market maturity
EV forecast per capita
Metrics

EV
registrations

1 million
Excellent (4) or more
registrations

EV market
share

EV models
available

Ratio here refers to number of EVs per 1,000 people.

25% and above

200 or more
models

If only 2025 data is available, ratio should be 151 or more.
If 2030 data is available, ratio is 200 and above.

Note: For countries and regions with only 2025 data, parameters were adjusted
accordingly. For countries and regions with only 2030 data and countries and
regions with both 2025 and 2030 data, ONLY the 2030 data will be measured.
Parameters were adjusted accordingly based on available data.

Good (3)

100,000 or
more

20%-24%

100-199 models

If only 2025 data is available, ratio should be 50-150.
If 2030 data is available, ratio is 100-199.

Fair (2)

50,000 or
more

10%-19%

51-99 models

for 2030 data: ratio is 50-99.

Low (1)

less than
50,000

less than 10%

less than 50
models

for 2030 data: ratio is less than 50.

Scoring results: EV market maturity
EV registrations

EV market share

EV models available

EV forecast per
capita

Average

Score

Score

Score

Score

Score

China

4

1

4

3

3.00

California

3

2

2

3

2.50

Netherlands

3

4

3

3

2.25

France

3

3

3

1

2.25

Norway

3

4

2

1

2.25

New York

2

1

2

4

2.25

UK

3

2

3

4

2

Germany

3

3

2

3

2

Canada

2

1

2

2

1.75

Ireland

1

2

3

3

1.5

Italy

2

1

2

3

1.25

Hong Kong

1

1

3

0

1.25

Thailand

1

1

1

2

1.25

Australia

1

1

1

1

1.00

Singapore

1

1

1

1

1.00

Turkey

0

1

2

0

0.75

Spain

1

1

0

3

0.5
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EV charging
infrastructure
Suitable EV charging infrastructure
means reliable charging abilities across
the journey (departure point, en route
and at the destination).
As the number of public chargers increase at different rates
across the world, equity must be kept in mind. Equitable
access for different user types will encourage adoption.
However, while public charge points and EV infrastructure
standards will make EV transitions more feasible for fleet
owners, the economics and logistics around implementing
their own charging stations will affect adoption as well.
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EV Charging Infrastructure Maturity
Scoring metrics: EV Charging Infrastructure Maturity

Metrics

Public charge points
available
EV vehicles registered/
public charge points
available

Excellent (4)

Has national strategy backed
Ratio of vehicle to charge
by city/state government
point is 1-5 vehicles per
strategy including the country's
charge point
capital city.

Existing
infrastructure
standards for EV

EV charging strategy

Forecasted public
charge points by 2030

1 million or more. If only
data available is 2025,
> 2 approved standard
forecasted should be
250,000+.
500,000+ but less
than 1 million. If only
data available is 2025,
forecasted should be
100,000-249,999.

Ratio is 6-10 vehicles per
charge point

Has country-wide strategy
and some cities have their
own strategy.

1 to 2 approved
minimum standard

Fair (2)

Ratio is 11-15 vehicles
per charge point

Has no countrywide strategy yet
but key cities/states have their
own strategies OR vice versa,
wherein they have a countrywide strategy but key cities do
not have their own.

100,000+ but less
With pending
than 500,000. If only
standards for approval
data available is 2025,
OR with grant/
forecasted should be
incentives in place
50,000-99,999.

Low (1)

Ratio is 16 vehicles or
more per charge point

Does not have national strategy
set by the government.

No pending standard
for approval and no
grants

Good (3)

Less than 100,000. If
only data available is
2025, forecasted should
be below 50,000.

Scoring results: EV Charging Infrastructure Maturity
Public charge
points available

EV charging strategy
available

Existing
infrastructure
standards for EV

Forecasted
public charge
points

Total

Score

Score

Score

Score

Score

Italy

4

4

4

2

3.50

California

2

4

4

4

3.5

China

3

4

3

4

3.5

Netherlands

3

4

4

2

3.25

Germany

3

2

4

4

3.25

New York

2

4

4

3

3.25

Canada

3

4

2

4

3.25

UK

1

4

3

4

3.00

France

1

2

4

4

2.75

Singapore

4

2

3

1

2.5

Spain

4

3

0

0

2.25

Ireland

1

2

3

2

2.00

Hong Kong

3

2

2

1

2

Norway

1

2

3

1

1.75

Australia

3

2

1

0

1.5

Turkey

0

1

4

0

1.25

Thailand

2

1

2

0

1.25
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Case study

Converting fleet to
battery electric bus (BEB)
operations to help meet
zero-emissions goals
Helping riders and residents
breathe easier
More government agencies are
targeting zero emissions goals by
electrifying public transit fleets. BEBs
are four times more fuel efficient than
buses that run on diesel or compressed
natural gas, and they hold the potential
for lowering long-term operations and
maintenance costs.
One U.S. statewide transit agency
wanted to use BEBs to protect riders
and residents, especially those in
communities disproportionately
affected by climate change, from vehicle
pollution. But early talks raised more
questions than answers. With more than
400 buses and four large garages to
account for, the agency needed a datadriven dive into different BEB conversion
scenarios to build an effective plan.
Simulating fleet and garage
modernization scenarios
Our feasibility analysis investigated
conversions from every angle, with
considerations for full and partial
electrification. It simulated bus routes
and garage operations to consider how
BEBs might be affected by weather,
route design, driver behavior, peak hour
conditions and route charging needs.
Coordination with BEB manufacturers
allowed the team to determine realistic
expectations for battery performance
under worst case scenarios. Insights
from manufacturers also formed the
basis of intelligent bus monitoring, bus
procurement and performance-tracking
strategies for the BEB program.

The collection of findings allowed
the agency to prioritize routes to
be electrified. Then, an electric
load analysis showed how usage
and rates for those routes would
vary based on different levels of
BEB implementation. Space and
implementation analysis based on
current operations informed the
structural, civil and electrical design
updates needed within the garages.
Cost-effectiveness would be crucial
to sustaining the program through
the agency’s long-term goal: 100%
zero-emissions. Since BEBs require
unique maintenance and equipment
needs to account for, our experts
assisted with cost estimating and
phasing plans to help the agency
optimize capital planning.
Finding the best route to 100%
zero-emissions
With the feasibility studies complete,
the agency has its foundation for bus
electrification. The phased approach
will initially prioritize zero-emission
bus use in areas that have borne
the brunt of climate impacts from
the transportation sector, with a
goal for a 100% zero-emissions
fleet by 2040. Riders and residents
will breathe easier knowing the
zero-emissions fleet will drastically
reduce greenhouse gas emissions
and modernize a crucial link in the
mobility network.
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Electric vehicle maturity
around the world

Europe
France
Achievements

Opportunities

France established thorough, wide-ranging incentives
and policies to drive EV market growth. Incentives cover
used and new private BEVs and PHEVs as well as fleets
of cars, trucks, buses and coaches. On top of this, grants
allow people from low-income households or with
employment issues to access long-term rental and rentto-purchase agreements on low-emission vehicles.

France is targeting at least 7 million charge points
by 2030. As of this reporting period, however, they
only have 31,206 public charge points in Metropolitan
France and 1,780 fast chargers. To meet their goal,
they will need to ramp up public charge point
availability, especially fast charger availability.

Regulations include an increased tax on diesel and
petrol fuels, plus the ban of ICE vehicle sales by 2040.
On the infrastructure side, there are firm standards
in place to make new and existing buildings EV-ready.
France’s progressive incentives and policies is reflecting
on their EV market share. In February 2021, BEVs and
PHEVs had a combined market share of 24.3% – higher
than the UK’s. France is poised to be one of the most
progressive EV markets in the world.

Based on their incentives and policies, France is doing
their best to encourage individuals and businesses to
transition to EVs. Eventually, however, they may need
to speed up their public charging infrastructure plans
to ease the transition and meet the growing EV sales.
France EVs by the numbers
• 18.6 EVs per public charge point
• Market share of EVs vs ICE: 24.3% vs. 69%
• 164 EV models available
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Europe

Germany
Achievements
Germany has an impressive charge point strategy, which is
backed by €3.5 billion for the development of their EV public
charge point infrastructure and firm regulations. Petrol
stations are required to provide EV chargers, and leaders
introduced the German Charging Station Regulation to
standardize requirements for EV-ready sockets. Public charge
point availability will not be an issue for EV buyers in Germany
– something many countries cannot claim.
Opportunities
Unlike other European countries such as UK, Netherlands and
France, Germany has not yet announced any ban plan for ICE
vehicles in the future. This is reflected in the lack of EV models
available in the country. Germany has 81 models available
while the Netherlands, UK, France and Ireland have more than
100 models for people and businesses to choose from.
The biggest challenge moving forward might be the
complicated political landscape. Some lawmakers want the
Chancellor to convert taxi fleets to EVs, however late last year
the Chancellor defended ICE, stating that EU should not ban
them. Further, a recent court ruling requested Germany move
their net zero target from 2050 to 2045. This push and pull
between government and legal bodies can create uncertainty
in the automotive industry in Germany and may influence the
decision-making of those thinking of transitioning to EV.
Germany EVs by the numbers
• 7 EVs per public charge point
• Market share of EVs vs ICEs: 22.5% vs 61.5%
• 81 EV models available

Ireland
Achievements

Ireland recently announced a deduction in incentives. While
trying to convince people and fleet owners to transition to
EVs, sustained incentives are one of government’s most
powerful tools. Ireland may consider how to reward EV
adoption to drive the uptake of EVs.
Ireland EVs by the numbers
• 22 EVs per public charge point
• Market share of EVs vs ICEs: 5.87% vs 69.26%
• 134 EV models available

Italy
Achievements
Italy’s EV market is young, but there is a legislative
groundwork in place to support growth. Italy had already
regulated the conversion of conventional vehicles into EVs by
2016, and soon after set a 25% target to replace government
fleets with EV, hybrid or natural gas vehicles. They also set
rules for newly built and renovated buildings to include EVready charge points.
Italy accelerated progress in August 2020 by increasing
incentives around EVs. Cities are also showing support.
Milan and Rome established ICE ban targets, and the city of
Florence granted 70% of new taxi licenses to EV fleets.
Opportunities

Ireland’s burgeoning EV market has started strong with
their regulations and charging infrastructure standards.
New building construction, major renovations and even
existing buildings of a certain parking capacity must have EV
charge points. To encourage EV adoption, the country offers
incentives to cover EV purchases as well as residential and
public charge points. There is room to grow, but Ireland seems
to be headed toward a budding EV market.

As of reporting, Italy has not made the 2050 net zero emission
target official, and there is no ban on cars that exhaust fumes.
Regulations could also improve by adopting more EV-specific
policies. Part of Italy’s low BEV and PHEV market share could
be tied to a low volume of public charge points. People will
not buy an EV without a way to charge it, and with only about
19,000 public charge points available, lack of availability could
hinder potential purchases.

Opportunities

Italy EVs by the numbers:

Ireland has the opportunity to increase focus on the areas
they can control, such as: increasing public charge points,
setting ultra-low emissions zones and banning ICE vehicles.
Partnering with charge point providers to examine their
challenges could help improve availability. In addition,
encouraging local governments to set city-wide goals and
strategies would ensure the entire country is moving forward,
not just the federal government.

• 3.1 EVs per public charge point
• In 2030 there will be an estimated 100 EVs per
1,000 people
• 63 EV models available
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Europe

Netherlands
Achievements
Netherlands is one of the most progressive countries when
it comes to EVs. They have strong tax incentives for EV sales,
and their ban on ICE vehicle sales in 2030 precedes many
countries’ targets by 10 years. The aggressive stance means
BEV and PHEVs hold a remarkable 25% market share.
The capital city of Amsterdam is serving as a model for
progressive city-wide EV strategies as well. Already, only
emission-free taxis are permitted in the central station.
Further, public buses and coaches that exhaust fumes will
be banned from entering the city as early as 2022. The
Netherlands’ combination of national and regionalized EV
initiatives is creating the basis of a strong EV market.
Opportunities
Despite progress on their EV market, Netherlands could
improve infrastructure regulations. Regulations do not
address fuel retailers or new and existing infrastructures.
Netherlands also lacks a net zero target, and is only aiming
for 49% reduced greenhouse gas emissions by 2030. Firm
requirements in these areas are a solid opportunity for a
country aspiring toward a progressive EV market.
Netherlands EVs by the numbers:
• 6.8 EVs per public charge point
• In 2025 there will be an estimated 60 EVs per 1,000 people
• 183 EV models available

Spain
Achievements
Spain is encouraging EV sales with new regulations and
€800 million allotted for incentives. To promote EV for private
and public fleets, incentives even extend to small towns
and companies that want to switch to electric. For charging
infrastructure, Spain’s National Action Framework aims to
have at least one charging point for every 10 EVs on the road,
and their Energy Transition Law obliges a public EV charge
point at large fuel stations.
Lastly, regional governments are developing EV plans that
complement the national strategy and help maximize
charging availability. The wide range of regulations and
financial incentives puts Spain on the right track for raising
EV sales.
Opportunities
Spain could start making improvements in their capital,
Madrid. The city lacks an EV charging strategy, and recently an
established low emission zone lost its designation over legal
technicalities – potentially moving the EV market in the wrong
direction. At the same time, EV data is not being monitored
or utilized. Data can be crucial to EV market growth, from
tracking service needs on charging points to having model

data available for buyers. Giving people and fleet operators
more insights on models, charging requirements, station
locations and related EV information can get buyers more
comfortable about transitioning to EVs.
Spain EVs by the numbers:
• 2.3 EVs per public charge point
• 20,156 registered EVs as of 2020
• The sale of all new cars that use petrol or diesel will be
banned by 2040

United Kingdom
Achievements
UK has been progressive when it comes to their countryand city-wide EV strategies and legislations. In fact, the UK
government put the country on course to be the fastest
nation in the G7 to decarbonize cars and vans, announcing
that all new petrol and diesel cars and vans will be phased
out by 2030. This ambition is further supported by the
UK’s Transport Decarbonisation Plan, which sets out the
government’s commitments and the actions needed to
decarbonize the entire UK transport system. Public charging
infrastructure will get a boost from a £950 million Rapid
Charging Fund, with a goal of having six rapid chargers at
every motorway service area by 2024 and 6,000 ultra-rapid
chargers along the strategic road network by 2035. On both
a national and local scale, UK’s strategies and legislations
are very competitive, making them a promising market for
the EV industry.
Opportunities
Despite their strategies, UK is behind other European
countries when it comes to the number of public charge
points available. Netherlands, Germany and France each have
more public charge points than the UK as of this reporting
period. If the UK wants people to transition to EV, then they
will need to remove the related challenges such as availability
of public charge points, while also encouraging charging
at home and at work. The UK must improve on the public
EV charge point availability as the market matures through
national policy, funds and partnerships with charge point
providers. Increasing the number of public charge points and
creating EV charging hubs will provide a network for those
looking to buy EVs that cannot install chargers at home.
Similarly, partnerships between charge point providers and
fleet owners could expedite fleet transitions. In addition,
local government can partner with charge point providers
to map where EV chargers are needed and what support the
government can offer.
UK EVs by the numbers
• 27.2 EVs per public charge point
• Market share of EVs vs ICEs: 6.9% vs 62.1%
• 130+ EV models available
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Europe

Norway

Turkey

Achievements

Achievements

Norway’s EV market is ahead of its time and impressively
so. Their EV market growth can be credited to their car tax
system which makes EV models cheaper to buy compared
to a similar petrol model. The Norwegian parliament is
confident that by 2025, all car sales will be either electric or
hydrogen thanks to their strengthened green car tax system.
Another accomplishment for Norway is their capital’s wireless
charging for electric taxis, making it more efficient for taxis.
Lastly, another important factor for their advancement
could be their early net zero goal for 2025 with their capital,
Oslo, targeting net zero as early as 2023. This gives a clearer
timeline for setting up charging infrastructure and EV plans.

Turkey’s own EV brand has launched and is being promoted
by their president, President Erdoğan, kicking off what could
be the backbone of the Turkish EV market. TOGG will go
into series production in the 4th quarter of 2022. This has a
potential to attract those who value homegrown brands.

Opportunities
Norway’s car tax system makes EV models cheaper to buy
compared to a similar petrol model. Despite the strong green
tax system, diesel and petrol car conservatives can continue
to use their cars especially since there’s no usage ban at all.
Norway EVs by the numbers:
• 33 EVs per charge point
• 100 EV models available
• In 2021, 64.5% of all new cars sold were fully electric

In addition, Turkey has policies that will help EV charging
infrastructure such as an amendment for parking lots, fuel
stations and other suitable places to build EV chargers as long
as they have the positive opinion of the relevant electricity
authority. They also have green tariff which allows consumers
to access renewable energy source for their EV chargers
should charging station operators apply for it. If these policies
will be utilized properly by the Turkish government, there’s
a possibility that this can boost buying decisions of those
looking to convert to EV.
Opportunities
Turkey’s EV market is still in its early growing stages so there is
still a lot of room for improvement. Turkey’s own EV brand has
launched and is being promoted by their president, President
Erdoğan, kicking off what could be the backbone of the
Turkish EV market.
Turkey EVs by the numbers:
• 8.7% EVs vs 91.3% ICE
• 36 EV models available
• In 2030 there will be an estimated 1 million charge points
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Case study

Accelerating the shift
to electric travel at
Motorway Service Areas
Electric vehicle
charging infrastructure
The future of travel is electric. Pressure
to put the brakes on greenhouse
emissions and ban new petrol and
diesel cars means an acceleration in the
uptake of EVs. But there’s a catch: range
anxiety. A fear of the unknown. Will
the car actually make the destination?
With a lack of infrastructure to power
up mid-journey, National Highways
(formerly Highways England) needed
to futureproof the road network for
the long-term. It wanted 95% of its
motorways and major A roads to be
within 20 miles of a charge point. It
was up to us to work out how to make
it happen.
To support National Highways, we
conducted a UK-wide feasibility study
looking at providing improved EV
charging infrastructure at motorway
service stations. The study focused
on 10 motorways and will inform
investment into improving energy
supply across the Strategic Road
Network over the next five years.
We developed an outline business
case that provided the strategic,
economic, financial, commercial and
management elements for investment.
Bringing together teams from across
our transport planning, manufacturing,
technology and energy divisions, we
developed an outline strategy for rolling
out EV chargers, designed to ensure that
energy supply stays ahead of demand
as uptake increases. We also developed
the commercial and operational
model to support investment.

Our feasibility study formed a key
element of the National Highways
Delivery Plan, which makes a
commitment to supporting the
government’s Road to Zero strategy.
The government has already stated its
intention to end the sale of new petrol
and diesel cars and vans by 2035, and
recently passed legislation to commit
the UK to its new target of net zero
carbon emissions by 2050.
The rapid route to pure
electric travel
Providing more electric charging points
will be crucial in helping motorists
overcome range anxiety – one of
the most commonly cited concerns
preventing people from making the
switch to electric. A higher number of
faster charge points also means shorter
charging times, quicker journeys and
improved customer experiences.
With confidence in the plan,
National Highways’ target has already
been exceeded. The government’s
new ambition is to have at least six
high-powered, open access charge
points at all motorway service areas
in England by 2023. This will bring
welcome relief to all those already
driving EVs, and the necessary
reassurance to those who want to
make the switch. And the swifter
the switch, the swifter the people of
England can enjoy clean air again.
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North America
Canada
Achievements

Opportunities

Canada has a history of making concerted efforts
to ramp up EV sales. In 2005, the government and
automotive industry agreed to voluntarily act to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions in new vehicles.
That commitment evolved into the Canadian Net-Zero
Emissions Accountability Act, which will expedite the
rollout of EVs and charging infrastructure.

Canada’s sheer size – it is the second-largest country in the
world by land area – makes public charge point availability
a challenge. Even with a program to increase EV charging
infrastructure, availability is notably low. Hence, the EV
market is limited as well. Addressing the public charging
situation will be pivotal in eliminating the barrier for
potential EV users who have reservations around how
they will charge an EV.

Recently, Canada announced ban on new ICE vehicle
sales by 2035. Adding firm requirements to go along
with extensive financial incentives is setting the stage
for EV growth.

Canada EVs by the numbers:
• 8.8 EVs per public charge point
• Market share of EVs vs ICE: 3.52% vs 93.80%
• 62 EV models available
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North America

United States: California

United States: New York

Achievements

Achievements

With President Biden’s appointment in 2020, the U.S. EV
market seems to be moving forward, especially in California.
California was the first state in the U.S. to announce a ban
the sale of new petrol and diesel-powered vehicles by 2035;
and all medium- and heavy-duty vehicles in the state must
be zero-emission by 2045 for all operations. California also
has a high number of registered EVs thanks to massive
incentives for residents and strong regulations. The wellrounded approach has created one of the world’s most
competitive EV markets.

New York offers tremendous incentives to residents as
well as policies that support the EV market. The state has
announced a ban on the sale of new fossil fuel powered cars
and light duty vehicles by 2035. In addition, the EV Make
Program subsidizes the costs of EV development to enrich
the market. New York also joined 14 other states and the
District of Columbia in announcing a joint memorandum of
understanding, committing to a goal of reaching 100% of all
new medium and heavy-duty vehicle sales be zero emission
vehicles by 2050, with an interim target of 30% zero emission
vehicle sales by 2030.

Opportunities
Considering California is one of the biggest states in America,
there is a great opportunity to speed up the installation of
public charging points. Charging infrastructure is as essential
as government incentives for convincing people and
businesses to adopt EVs. Ramping up the California Electric
Vehicle Infrastructure Project to install more EV charging
infrastructure would remove one of potential customers’
biggest barriers to purchasing an EV.

What really sets New York apart from other markets is its
commitment to building charging infrastructure. The EVolve
NY program proved how valuable it can be to leverage private
sector partnerships to increase charging and fast charging
stations. Having a full repertoire of incentives and policies
addressing both EVs and charging points puts New York on
the path to successful EV transition.

California EVs by the numbers:

Considering the massive incentives and policy the government
of New York has, the EV market share remains significantly
low. Convincing New Yorkers to adopt EVs is crucial, but not
the only avenue for improvement. With so many city residents
in New York City depending on taxis, electrifying those
fleets could help with EV goals. More models will need to be
approved, though. As of now the Tesla Model 3 is the only
model approved to operate as a taxi in the city.

• 13.1 EVs per public charge point
• In 2030 there will be an estimated 120 EVs per
1,000 people
• 46 state EV incentives

Opportunities

New York EVs by the numbers:
• 11.5 EVs per public charge point
• In 2030 there will be an estimated 230 EVs per 1,000
people
• 11 state EV incentives
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Asia-Pacific
Australia
Achievements
In July 2022, the new Australian Government is putting
the climate change at the top of its legislative agenda
with bills to enshrine a cut in greenhouse gas emissions
and make electric cars cheaper. Future bills to be
introduce include Australia commitment to reduce its
emissions by 43% below 2005 levels by 2030, as well
as a bill to abolish import tariffs and taxes for electric
vehicles that are cheaper than luxury car threshold of
77,565 Australian dollars ($53,580). This planned action
of the new government will help Australia’s EV market
to be more competitive.

Opportunities
The lack of national policies or regulations around the EV
market stands out as Australia’s biggest opportunity to
propel an EV transition. An official EV policy with incentives
for making the transition will underscore the importance
of EVs to residents and encourage earlier adoption.
States may have taken action, but it is in the national
government’s hands to accelerate the transition to EV with
firm regulatory standards.
Australia EVs by the numbers:
• 10 EVs per public charge point
• In 2030 there will be an estimated 20 EVs per
1,000 people
• 30 EV models available

Queensland’s ambitious 10-year plan
Queensland’s Department of Transport and Main Roads
(TMR) recently released Creating Better Connections for
Queenslanders, an ambitious 10-year initiative to prepare
for the 2032 Olympics and 2023 FIFA Women’s World
Cup alongside changing customer expectations and
industry dynamics.
TMR aims to harness Industry 4.0 and the application of
sustainability and resilience principles to enable mobility
for Queenslanders and visitors. Our mobility experts
recently provided input and feedback on TMR’s goals.
In doing so, they identified five strategic focus areas
that would contribute to a safe, reliable, and sustainable
mobility landscape.
Data technology and foundations
Technology and good data practices have the ability
to enable better journey outcomes like never before.
Integrating Big Data to link disparate systems and
create a holistic view across networks can unlock a deep
understanding of network performance that spans
historic, real-time and future perspectives. A strong data
foundation will be critical to mobility as a service (MaaS),
which TMR recognizes as part of the package of options
to improve mobility for Queenslanders.
Ensuring network resilience
TMR must strategize for the planned events
(infrastructure changes, major sporting events, and so
on) while also addressing the unique pressures caused
by natural disasters and severe weather. Every event,
planned or unplanned, is unique and will need a carefully
planned response informed by data.

Scaling a zero-emission public transport fleet
A commitment to green the fleet by 2030 is exciting –
but there is no time to waste. Fleet transition feasibility
studies and planning is the critical initial step of the
electrification journey to maximize capital and develop
effective pilots, testing and program optimization plans.
Beyond buses, rideshare and taxi vehicles, ferries and
trains can also be transitioned as EV and hydrogen vehicle
technology evolves.
Optimizing EV transition
An ideal EV environment will ensure long-term success.
This includes a combination of policy, financial initiatives,
and public and private partnerships to deliver a critical
mass of enabling infrastructure for the adoption of green
fleets. Government fleets can be the early adopters of
electric fleets to demonstrate Queensland’s commitment
to sustainability. The charging facilities for municipal
vehicles can be shared with the public, which not only
increases the utilization of the chargers but promotes the
visibility of the investment in sustainable mobility.
Promoting modal shifts
Innovations like EV and connected and autonomous
vehicles bring welcome change, but also new pressures
on infrastructure by making road usage more attractive
and eliminating jurisdictions’ primary source of road
funding (traditional fuel taxes). This is in addition to existing
contentions for road space from increased ride sharing
and freight related to online shopping. Contention around
parking is rising as well. Integrated approaches to policy,
planning and digital innovation are needed to address the
accelerating change in road usage and
curbside management.
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Asia-Pacific
China
Achievements
China was one of the earliest players in the EV market and
maintained momentum since it began. As early as 2009,
China introduced a program focused on diverting public
transportation to EVs that has since reached 25 cities. Not
to mention, auto makers must include a quota of EVs in their
production. They have also spent $60 billion on EV research
and development, tax exemptions and financing battery
charging stations – the largest investment in EV industry
worldwide. China is also the world’s largest electric bus
market. At the end of 2019, zero emission buses had reached
59.1% of the 673,000 buses nationwide.

Opportunities
Singapore is aggressive in boosting their EV market, however,
better EV policies could increase EV registrations. With
sights set on banning new diesel vehicle registrations in 2025,
they will also need to enhance their charging infrastructure
strategy to keep up with the growth in EV demand.
Singapore EVs by the numbers:
• 1.3 EVs per public charge point
• In 2030 there will be an estimated 1 EV per 1,000 people
• 35 EV models available

Thailand

The financial and regulatory commitment is reflected in
China’s high number of public charging stations and EV
registrations. Many cities in China established regulations
around charging infrastructure for new buildings, parking
structures and other infrastructure projects. For example,
Hainan Province announced a ban on the sale of new fossil
fuel vehicles by 2030.

Achievements

China’s ambitions in the EV space puts them at the forefront
of the global EV transition.

Thailand is preparing for an EV future on the charging
infrastructure side as well. They created Electric Vehicle
Association of Thailand, which launched a trial project in
Bangkok to test a unified payment method at charging
stations. Initiatives for boosting the transition to EVs will put
Thailand in position to hit targets and maximize EV adoption.

Opportunities
A recent decision to cut subsidies for EVs by about 20%
takes away one of the key incentives for diverting people
and businesses into EVs. Taking it away now could put the
2035 target date for phasing out gas-burning cars in
question. If the subsidies are off the table, the government
has the opportunity to strategize new ways to encourage
the EV transition.
China EVs by the numbers:
• 6.1 EVs per public charge point
• In 2025 there will be an estimated 20 EVs per 1,000 people
• 390 EV models available

Singapore

Thailand is new to the EV market, but the national
government is charging in head-first. They launched a
$164 million PHEV and BEV project as well as a policy to
produce EVs, with a production target of 6.22 million in 2030.
The aggressive pursuit aligns with Thailand’s goal to only sell
zero emission vehicles by 2035.

Opportunities
In addition to EV policies and investments, Thailand’s greatest
opportunity may be to create a national strategy for achieving
targets and implementing policies. Regulations are in the
works, but a lack of policies could hinder their ability to use
investments effectively – and might even put the target
dates at risk. Figuring out regulations, including incentives for
adopting EVs, would enhance the odds of Thailand meeting
their ambitious goals.
Thailand EVs by the numbers:
• 12.1 EVs per public charge point

Achievements

• In 2025 there will be an estimated 10 EVs per 1,000 people

Despite a small size, Singapore has a high number of public
charging points and a strategy for charging infrastructure
across the country. Incentives for EVs are generous as well,
with rebates, lower registration fees and lower road taxes
compared to ICE vehicles. They are also pushing the ban of
ICE vehicles by 2040, and they will disallow registration of
new diesel cars and taxis as early as 2025.

• 18 EV models available

The country also has standards for EVs and is considering
making EV charging stations mandatory in car parks, new
buildings and certain types of infrastructure. It aims to
deploy 60,000 EV charging points across the country by
2030.Compared to some other countries and regions in the
Asia-Pacific region, Singapore is ahead in penetrating the EV
market.

Hong Kong
Achievements
Despite being on its early stages, Hong Kong’s EV market
is evidently growing thanks to their government’s support.
Hong Kong has a comprehensive EV roadmap plan which
consists of important EV factors such as funding, EV policies,
innovation plans and charging infrastructures.
Hong Kong EVs by the numbers:
• 6 EVs per charge point
• 154 EV models available
• 39 fast chargers per 100km
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Case study

Charging Singapore’s
carbon footprint
reduction
Substantial charging for sustainable
car-sharing
BlueSG is a car sharing service in
Singapore that uses environmentally
friendly zero carbon emission EVs to
reduce mobility’s carbon footprint,
noise and odor. As part of its 2020 goal,
BlueSG aimed to build 500 charging
stations and 2,000 charging points and
establish itself as a sustainable mode of
transport by enabling better access to
charging facilities across Singapore.
Delivering project excellence amid
tight timelines
We delivered project management
services to BlueSG, ensuring that
they met target timelines and project
goals. Scheduling contractors,
telecommunication service providers
and other stakeholders needed to
be coordinated with limited room for
error to tackle the challenge of a tight

timeline. As such, we worked closely
with architects to ensure that issues
were addressed early to prevent any
delays for contractors. Additionally,
we conducted pre- and post-site
assessments and strategized value-add
solutions when problems arose.
Improved connectivity, reduced
carbon dioxide
As of October 2019, there have been
more than 6.5 million of kilometers
driven on BlueSG and 1,500 tons of
carbon dioxide saved from the use
of BlueSG cars. Through the BlueSG
project, we are proud to support the
Singapore government’s Smart Nation
and car-lite vision, improving mobility
and connectivity for residents in
Singapore.
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8 key factors for successfully
designing and building EV
charging infrastructure networks
Based on our experiences helping fleet
managers and organizations make
the ZEV transition, thorough upfront
planning in eight key areas will bolster
charging infrastructure network design
and construction success.
1. Relationship with your organization’s Net Zero Strategy
Many organizations have already set a goal to have a zeroemission fleet by say 2027, and already have ZEVs. If it’s a
government agency, they may be mandated to meet this date.
Your organization’s Net Zero Strategy is a key factor in EVCI
requirements.
2. Impact to operations
Operationally EVs result in reduced maintenance due to
lack of oil change and engine work. But broader operational
impacts must be considered early in the process, such as the
required vehicle range per day and opportunities for charging
en route. Don’t forget hearts and minds – not everyone wants
to change what they have been doing all their lives.
3. Accessibility and affordability of public charging
Suitable EV charging infrastructure means reliable charging
abilities across the journey (departure point, en route and
at the destination) and this is critical for fleet that will be on
longer journeys. As the number of public chargers increase
at different rates across the world, equity must also be kept
in mind ensuring that they remain accessible and affordable
for all, especially those that do not have access to their own
home chargers.
4. Site feasibility assessments
Securing power for charging stations could require grid
reinforcements, legal agreements and more. Feasibility
assessments can help expedite costly, time-consuming steps.

5. Stakeholder buy-in
Secure all legal consents and avoid delays by making
stakeholder agreements part of the feasibility process. This
includes those using the vehicles in your organization – spend
as much time on securing the hearts and mind of the drivers
on the forthcoming change as well as securing the funds.
6. Financing and business model options
Compare potential business models against available funding
programs to optimize capital spend.
7. Contract models for building the network of chargers
Compare different contract models, EPC and EPCM. Take into
account project timeline, budget, scale and your in-house
capabilities. It’s ok to ask for help.
8. Renewable energy solutions and energy mix
Review battery energy storage solutions and on-site
renewables (solar cells, wind turbines, etc.) to maximize
resilience and reduce costs.
Whilst all of these factors are important, one would argue the
impact to operations is the most important to organizations.
Arcadis has been working with clients facing challenges when
it comes to the availability of suitable vehicles in line with
their asset replacement programs, coupled with the dilemma
that many electric vehicles don’t yet meet their performance
specifications and there is a lack of affordable power.
This is why one of the most important consideration for
EV transition is not only the charging infrastructure, but
government leadership and incentives. There is greater
investment, supply and choice of vehicles in those countries
where the governments have been more proactive and
grants are available to pay for the increasing cost of power
upgrades and public infrastructure. Arcadis has been
working with both organisations and governments on
infrastructure and advisory in best practice for incentives
to accelerate EV adoption.
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Join the EV
revolution
The three catalysts will undoubtedly
influence where EV adoption takes
off. But if your organization is waiting
on government policies to guide
and incentivize EV programs – you
might already be falling behind.
Actively planning for EVs now will not only align your
organization for the forthcoming regulations and incentives,
EVs can be a key tactic for achieving ESG objectives,
improving regional air quality and meeting larger net zero
goals. We help public and private sector leaders bring
their EV visions to life with support for every phase of the
journey. Projects have set us upstream and downstream
along EV implementations, from strategy building to
executing fleet implementations and charging infrastructure
construction. The variety of challenges provides unique
insight into what’s hindering global EV adoption and
how to get on the path to a successful EV transition.
For more on how we can help with EV and charging
infrastructure strategies, fleet transitions and charging
network implementations, connect with us today.

Our experts
Simon Swan
Global New Mobility Solutions Director
E simon.swan@arcadis.com

Carolien Gehrels
Global Solutions Director Energy Transition
E carolien.gehrels@arcadis.com
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Methodology
Following an internal consultation exercise, Arcadis determined the
sub-categories most relevant to measure the maturity of three catalysts for
EV transition: government leadership and incentives, EV market maturity and
EV charging infrastructure. A scoring matrix was then created, and publicly
available data was sourced from a variety of locations and collated by Arcadis’
research team. The data was primarily used to measure maturity against
each metric. Arcadis’ EV leads in each country have independently reviewed
the outputs and scoring and compiled the country narratives, identifying the
achievements and opportunities for each country.
Sources of data
France
http://www.avere-france.org/Uploads/Documents/16135629982436f23b98
933a71439259c4bca8674b-barometre-avere-france-gireve-infrastructuresde-recharge-pour-vehicules-electriques-fevrier-2021(7).pdf
https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/loda/id/JORFTEXT000031044385/
https://openchargemap.org/site/country/france/networks
https://insideevs.com/news/407172/france-almost-30000-public-chargingpoints/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/759437/length-roads-by-road-typefrance/
http://www.avere-france.org/Uploads/Documents/1622809576b9ece18c
950afbfa6b0fdbfa4ff731d3-Barom%C3%A8tre%20immatriculations%20
Avere-France,%20mai%202021.pdf

http://www.avere-france.org/Site/Article/?article_id=7945
https://futuramobility.org/en/lets-talk-lom-french-mobilityorientation-law/#:~:text=In%20December%202019%2C%20the%20
French,diversity%20of%20needs%2C%20and%20cleaner.
https://www.lez-france.fr/en.html
https://www.lez-france.fr/en/general-information/large-fines.html

https://www.adac.de/rund-ums-fahrzeug/elektromobilitaet/kaufen/
elektroautos-uebersicht/
https://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/en/projects/germany/electric-carsharing-programme-in-germany-cuts-carbon-footprint-and-traffic

https://www.pv-magazine.com/2020/11/12/plans-for-50000-hydrogenpowered-taxis-in-paris/

https://www.zeozweifrei-unterwegs.de/#die-idee
https://www.we-share.io/en

https://www.eltis.org/in-brief/news/france-launches-eu100-millionfunding-programme-electric-vehicle-fast-charging

https://www.bad-bellingen.de/en/service/grid-service/good-to-know2/gridgut-zu-wissen/ev-sharing2

https://advenir.mobi/le-programme/

https://www.bundesregierung.de/breg-en/search/merkel-bei-vw-inzwickau-1688558

https://www.electrive.com/2020/11/19/total-to-manage-chargingnetwork-in-paris-for-10-years/
https://www.un.org/press/en/2020/sgsm20411.doc.htm

https://www.populationpyramid.net/france/2025/

https://www.ecologie.gouv.fr/strategie-nationale-bas-carbone-snbc

https://www.bfmtv.com/economie/entreprises/transports/produire1-million-de-voitures-propres-en-france-d-ici-2025-un-defi-pour-lesconstructeurs_AV-202005270265.html

https://evroaming.org/faq/

https://www.vda.de/dam/vda/publications/2020/VDA5193_JB_2020_
Buch_EN_RZ/VDA5193_JB_2020_Buch_EN_RZ2.pdf

https://www.bundesnetzagentur.de/DE/Sachgebiete/ElektrizitaetundGas/
Unternehmen_Institutionen/E-Mobilitaet/ZahlenDaten/start.html

https://www.paris.fr/pages/vehicules-partages-4541

https://www.bundesregierung.de/breg-en/issues/climate-action/climatefriendly-transport-1795842

https://minefi.hosting.augure.com/Augure_Minefi/r/
ContenuEnLigne/Download?id=7F2AB5B9-2714-4456-A61AC444910C7260&filename=205%20Discours%20de%20Bruno%20Le%20
Maire%20lors%20de%20la%20pr%C3%A9sentation%20du%20projet%20
de%20loi%20de%20finances%20pour%202021.pdf

https://www.autohaus.de/nachrichten/autohandel/prognose-mehr-als-elfmillionen-elektroautos-und-plug-ins-bis-2030-2697632

https://autovista24.autovistagroup.com/news/france-lower-ev-grants-andincrease-emissions-penalty/

https://www.eafo.eu/news/23905/France%2520February%2520201

https://chargedevs.com/newswire/frances-8-billion-euro-auto-industrybailout-includes-support-for-evs/

https://www.cnbc.com/2021/05/07/germanys-move-to-evs-to-affectthousands-of-workers-new-study-says-.html

https://www.electrive.com/2020/06/04/germany-doubles-ev-subsidies-nomore-diesel-support/
https://www.bundesregierung.de/breg-en/issues/climate-action/
verkehr-1674024
https://www.bundesregierung.de/breg-en/search/steuerliche-anreize-eautos-1653722

Germany

https://www.bundesregierung.de/breg-en/issues/climate-action/
verkehr-1674024
https://www.bundesnetzagentur.de/DE/Sachgebiete/ElektrizitaetundGas/
Unternehmen_Institutionen/E-Mobilitaet/ZahlenDaten/start.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Autobahn#:~:text=As%20of%202020%2C%20
Germany’s%20autobahn,length%20of%20about%2013%2C191%20km

https://www.ecologie.gouv.fr/prime-conversion-bonus-ecologique-toutesaides-en-faveur-lacquisition-vehicules-propres

https://www.statista.com/statistics/1166572/new-electric-carregistrations-number-germany/

https://www.gouvernement.fr/en/the-2019-finance-bill
https://www.ecologie.gouv.fr/loi-dorientation-des-mobilites

https://ecomento.de/2021/04/07/elektroauto-hybridauto-zulassungenmaerz-2021/

https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/loda/id/JORFTEXT000031044385/

https://www.populationpyramid.net/germany/2025/

https://www.cleanenergywire.org/news/germany-remains-odd-one-outmore-and-more-countries-announce-combustion-engine-bans
https://www.forbes.com/sites/davekeating/2020/11/27/merkel-defendsthe-internal-combustion-engine/?sh=26b86fdf15cd
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-germany-autosidUSKBN23B1WU
https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/lsv/BJNR045700016.html
https://www.berlin.de/en/news/5842730-5559700-senate-bans-diesel-carsfrom-eight-stree.en.html
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/may/23/hamburg-first-germancity-ban-older-diesel-cars-air-quality-pollution
https://urbanaccessregulations.eu/countries-mainmenu-147/germanymainmenu-61/stuttgart
https://urbanaccessregulations.eu/countries-mainmenu-147/germanymainmenu-61/aachen

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-france-autos-idUSKCN1TC1CU
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https://www.reuters.com/article/us-autos-electric-germanyidUSKCN0XO0XI

https://agendalaadinfrastructuur.mett.nl/PageByID.
aspx?sectionID=208529&contentPageID=1773453

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/government-takes-historic-steptowards-net-zero-with-end-of-sale-of-new-petrol-and-diesel-cars-by-2030

https://www.din.de/resource/blob/235254/
a0d14b63b9685859b1c0c297827e50f8/roadmap-en-2020-data.pdf

https://openchargemap.org/site/country/netherlands/networks

https://researchbriefings.files.parliament.uk/documents/CBP-8118/CBP8118.pdf

https://www.cleanenergywire.org/factsheets/germanys-climate-actionplan-2050
https://www.carbonbrief.org/daily-brief/germany-to-pull-forward-targetdate-for-climate-neutrality-to-2045
https://evroaming.org/faq/
https://www.enbw.com/blog/elektromobilitaet/laden/e-auto-mit-roamingaufladen-was-ist-das/#wo-wird-roaming-angeboten
Ireland
https://esb.ie/ecars/charge-point-map
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1086751/ev-charging-stationsforecast-eu/
https://www.irishevowners.ie/public-charging-networks/
https://www.tii.ie/roads-tolling/our-road-network/
https://www.oireachtas.ie/en/debates/question/2021-03-24/101/?highlight
%5B0%5D=evs&highlight%5B1%5D=ev&highlight%5B2%5D=evs&highligh
t%5B3%5D=30%2C000&highlight%5B4%5D=evs&highlight%5B5%5D=evs
https://www.simi.ie/en/news/500-million-shortfall-in-new-carsales-q1-2021
https://www.populationpyramid.net/ireland/2030/
https://www.irishtimes.com/special-reports/motors-focus-2021/irelandhas-a-target-of-1m-electric-vehicles-by-2030-but-the-sums-don-t-addup-1.4577066

https://opendata.cbs.nl/statline/#/CBS/nl/dataset/70806ned/
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https://www.energymining.sa.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_
file/0020/376130/201216_Electric_Vehicle_Action_Plan.pdf
http://www.dpac.tas.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0015/332106/Climate_
Action_21_Tasmanias_Climate_Action_Plan_20172021_-_October_2019_
web.pdf
https://www.wa.gov.au/sites/default/files/2020-11/State_Electric_Vehicle_
Strategy_for_Western_Australia_0.pdf
https://www.afr.com/chanticleer/electric-vehicle-strategy-is-a-mess20210506-p57pha
https://www.aurecongroup.com/about/latest-news/2019/february/
aurecon-senate-electric-vehicle-inquiry
https://www.environment.gov.au/system/files/resources/f52d7587-810349a3-aeb6-651885fa6095/files/summary-australias-2030-emissionsreduction-target.pdf
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/feb/05/do-nothingdocument-australian-electric-vehicle-strategy-allows-emissions-to-keeprising

https://www.sohu.com/a/320081600_120065016

http://english.beijing.gov.cn/government/lawsandpolicies/202007/
t20200723_1957181.html
http://service.shanghai.gov.cn/sheninfo/newsdetail.aspx?Id=61fe886ddc4d-409d-ae9f-c6bc622933ac
https://news.cgtn.com/news/2020-05-08/Shanghai-to-invest-38-bln-innew-infrastructure-in-next-3-years-Qk72dVVZRe/index.html
https://www.reuters.com/article/un-assembly-climatechangeidUSL2N2GJ105
https://racetozero.unfccc.int/chinas-net-zero-future/

Singapore
https://www.evas.org.sg/
https://www.greenplan.gov.sg/key-focus-areas/our-targets/
https://www.lta.gov.sg/content/dam/ltagov/who_we_are/statistics_and_
publications/statistics/pdf/M09-Vehs_by_Fuel_Type.pdf
https://www.channelnewsasia.com/news/singapore/electric-vehicle-evadoption-budget-2021-battery-charging-14300510
https://www.worldometers.info/world-population/singapore-population/
https://www.fitchsolutions.com/autos/singapore-ev-sales-accelerategrowth-cycle-and-ev-charging-network-expansion-07-06-2021?fSWebArti
cleValidation=true&mkt_tok=NzMyLUNLSC03NjcAAAF-BPulLRNzMDWVw
Bb5uTDRj5zQ_1BvlrN0smfdgbxUMQCyfmmq3QoBoi8dNOKHF_1rKjv8izZ
AWuBDDQqBSY3Szi9GjU4Sh6B_GlTLt4-ryva4Bb
https://www.sgcarmart.com/new_cars/newcars_listing.
php?BRSR=0&MOD=electric&VT=Any&DT=Any&RPG=15
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-singapore-electricvehicles/singaporeselectric-car-sharing-program-hits-the-road-idUKKBN1E60OF
https://www.mof.gov.sg/singaporebudget/budget-speech/e-building-asustainable-home-for-all
https://dollarsandsense.sg/ev-early-adopter-incentive-eeai-ves-parf-roadtax-much-can-really-save-buy-electric-car-singapore-today/
https://www.nea.gov.sg/media/news/news/index/promoting-the-adoptionof-cleaner-commercial-vehicles
https://www.lta.gov.sg/content/ltagov/en/newsroom/2021/3/newsrelease/Encouraging_the_adoption_of_electric_cars.html
https://www.lta.gov.sg/content/ltagov/en/industry_innovations/
technologies/electric_vehicles/information-and-resources.html
https://www.scmp.com/business/companies/article/3122026/singaporeselectric-car-charging-providers-put-expansion-plans
https://www.todayonline.com/singapore/spore-stop-diesel-car-taxiregistrations-8-ev-ready-towns-2025
https://eresources.nlb.gov.sg/infopedia/articles/SIP_832__2009-01-05.html

China
https://thedriven.io/2021/04/20/china-dominates-rollout-of-ev-chargingstations-4000-a-day-in-december/
https://about.bnef.com/blog/ev-charging-data-shows-widely-divergentglobal-path/
https://static.cdsb.com/micropub/
Articles/202105/485c7e4a515083e8a95c399da29c049f.html

https://www.zdnet.com/article/singapore-readies-satellite-road-tollsystem-for-2021-rollout/
https://www.lta.gov.sg/content/ltagov/en/newsroom/2020/11/newsreleases/joint-news-release-by-the-land-transport-authority--lta----nea--.
html#:~:text=for%20fully%20electric%20cars%20and%20taxis%20
Singapore%2C%2012,be%20enhanced%20with%20increased%20
rebates%20and%20higher%20surcharges.

https://www.greenbiz.com/article/what-china-can-teach-us-about-ev-fastcharging-rollouts

https://www.lta.gov.sg/content/ltagov/en/newsroom/2021/3/newsrelease/Accelerating_nationwide_deployment_of_electric_vehicle_
charging_points.html

https://asia.nikkei.com/Economy/China-to-expand-highway-networknearly-50-by-2035

https://www.greenplan.gov.sg/
https://www.greenplan.gov.sg/key-focus-areas/our-global-commitment/

https://www.argusmedia.com/en/news/2175627-chinas-new-motorvehicle-registrations-rise-in-2020

https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/government-economy/singaporebudget-2021/budget-2021-s30m-for-ev-initiatives-electric-cars-road

https://cleantechnica.com/2020/12/27/record-electric-vehicle-sales-inchina/

Thailand

https://bg.qianzhan.com/report/detail/300/200323-9473e5cc.html

https://www.populationpyramid.net/china/2030/
http://auto.china.com.cn/view/qcq/20200930/708427.shtml
https://www.vda.de/dam/vda/publications/2020/VDA5193_JB_2020_
Buch_EN_RZ/VDA5193_JB_2020_Buch_EN_RZ2.pdf
https://wrirosscities.org/sites/default/files/Embarq_CarsharingChina_
final_print.pdf
https://urbangateway.org/news/rise-car-sharing-china
https://www.metalbulletin.com/Article/3969254/China-cuts-EVsubsidy-for-2021-market-downplays-impact-on-lithium-cobalt-prices.
html#:~:text=Under%20the%20new%20policy%20for,this%20
year%2C%20from%2022%2C500%20yuan
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2020/01/16/next-china-tradebattle-could-be-over-electric-cars/
https://www.electrive.com/2020/04/23/chine-extends-ev-sales-taxexemption-til-2022/
https://theicct.org/sites/default/files/publications/china-new-energyvehicle-mandate-phase2-may2021.pdf
https://asia.nikkei.com/Business/Automobiles/China-plans-to-phase-outconventional-gas-burning-cars-by-2035
https://www.sohu.com/a/33115913_124714
https://climatecooperation.cn/climate/new-energy-vehicle-industrydevelopment-plan-2021-2035/#:~:text=value%20chain%20system.,The%20New%20Energy%20Vehicle%20Industry%20Development%20Plan%20(2021%2D2035),targets%20for%202025%20and%20
2035%3A&text=By%202035%2C%20the%20core%20technology,will%20
have%20strong%20international%20competitiveness.
https://www.metalbulletin.com/Article/3960201/China-launches-newenergy-vehicle-industry-plan-for-2021-35.html

http://www.evat.or.th/attachments/view/?attach_id=245553
https://www.boi.go.th/index.php?page=highways
http://www.evat.or.th/attachments/view/?attach_id=253811
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20191217005415/en/ThailandElectric-Vehicle-EV-Landscape-Market-Assessment
https://www.populationpyramid.net/thailand/2030/
https://www.bangkokpost.com/opinion/opinion/2091151/clear-ev-planis-a-must
http://www.evat.or.th/attachments/view/?attach_id=251745
https://www.itsinternational.com/its8/news/byd-launches-electric-taxiand-car-sharing-service-thailand
https://www.banpunext.co.th/en/news-updates/banpu-next-ev-car-sharing
https://www.aseanbriefing.com/news/thailand-issues-tax-incentives-forelectric-vehicle-industry/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-04-22/thailand-lays-outbold-ev-plan-wants-all-electric-cars-by-2035
https://www.bangkokpost.com/business/2002351/standard-ev-chargingsystem-in-the-offing
https://www.thai-german-cooperation.info/en_US/picking-berlin-andlondons-brains-to-design-the-bangkok-clean-air-zone/
https://www.nationthailand.com/tech/30375282
https://climatepolicytracker.org/countries/thailand/
https://www4.unfccc.int/sites/submissions/INDC/Published%20
Documents/Thailand/1/Thailand_INDC.pdf
https://www.nationthailand.com/business/30396205

https://www.hks.harvard.edu/sites/default/files/centers/mrcbg/files/
RPP_2015_07_Howell.pdf

Disclaimer
This index is based on market perceptions and research carried out by Arcadis, a design and consultancy organization for natural and built assets. This document is intended for informative purposes only and should not be construed or
otherwise relied upon as investment or financial advice (whether regulated by any financial regulatory body or otherwise) or information upon which key commercial or corporate decisions should be taken.
The electric vehicle maturity index represents a snapshot in time and is for illustrative purposes only. While every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the index, Arcadis is not liable for any loss or damages associated with the
use of the index for decision-making purposes.
This document may contain forward-looking statements within the meaning of potentially applicable securities laws. Forward-looking statements are those that predict or describe future events or trends and that do not exclusively
relate to historical matters. Actual results could and likely will differ, sometimes materially, from those projected or anticipated. Arcadis undertakes no obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements, whether the result
of new information, future events or otherwise. Additionally, statements regarding past trends are not a representation that those trends or activities will continue in the future. Accordingly, no one should rely on these statements for
decision-making purposes.
This document contains data obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but we do not guarantee the accuracy of this data, nor do we assert that this data is complete. Please be advised that any numbers referenced in this document,
whether provided herein or verbally, are subject to revision. Arcadis is not responsible for updating those figures that have changed.
This document should not be relied upon as a substitute for the exercise of independent judgment.
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About Arcadis
Arcadis is the leading global natural and built asset design
& consultancy firm working in partnership with our clients
to deliver exceptional and sustainable outcomes through
the application of design, consultancy, engineering, project
and management services. Arcadis differentiates through its
talented and passionate people and its unique combination
of capabilities covering the whole asset life cycle, its deep
market sector insights and its ability to integrate health
& safety and sustainability into the design and delivery
of solutions across the globe. We are 28,000 people that
generate €3 billion in revenues. We support UN-Habitat with
knowledge and expertise to improve the quality of life in
rapidly growing cities around the world.
www.arcadis.com

Contact us
Simon Swan
Global New Mobility Solutions Director
E simon.swan@arcadis.com

Carolien Gehrels
Global Solutions Director Energy Transition
E carolien.gehrels@arcadis.com
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